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• properties of the (solid) material
• topology and shape of cell lattice 
• relative density of foam
and indentation (i.e. posture)!
(Ashby 2006)





• Big issue – requires significant research effort: out of place etc.
• Supine posture is unrealistic and will not be authorised 
2. Comfort?
• The part we can deal with currently
• Now requires consideration of rotational DOF 
• New postures
• X/Z is no more the only biomechanical direction, requiring new paradigm
3. Motion sickness?
• Motion sickness is not just discomfort, it is an illness
• Motion sickness heavily depends on visual alignment with motion/inertia, and there is 
no realistic way to achieve complete alignment (e.g. projections)
• Mitigation must be aim
4. Package?
• Can be solved, e.g. speech control, seat mounted controls etc.





























- small actor amplitude drives high stiffness
- the higher the stiffness, the smaller the actor amplitude
- the higher the stiffness, the higher the required actor power
- the stiffer the system, the worse the vibration isolation
- the larger the actor amplitude, the smaller the resonance frequency
- the higher the damping, the higher the required actor power
- the higher the damping, the smaller the resonance amplitude
- the smaller the damping and the higher the actor amplitude, the better the 
vibration isolation above 4 Hz
- no vibration isolation below 1 Hz possible
 Medium actor amplitude
 Medium stiffness
 Small damping
 Modern high power battery systems capable
